Abstract-The addition of accurate system modeling in PET image reconstruction results in images with distinct noise texture and characteristics. In particular, the incorporation of point spread functions (PSF) into the system model has been shown to visually reduce image noise, but the noise properties have not been thoroughly studied. This work offers a systematic evaluation of noise and signal properties in different combinations of reconstruction methods and parameters. We evaluate two fully-3D PET reconstruction algorithms: (1) OSEM with exact scanner line of response modeled (OSEM+LOR), (2) OSEM with line of response and a measured point spread function incorporated (OSEM+LOR+PSF), in combination with the effects of 4 post filtering parameters and 1-10 iterations. We used a modified NEMA IQ phantom, which was filled with 68Ge and consisted of 6 hot spheres of different sizes with a target/background ratio of 4:1. The phantom was scanned 50 times in 3D mode on a clinical system to provide independent noise realizations. Data were reconstructed with OSEM+LOR and OSEM+LOR+PSF using different reconstruction parameters. With access to multiple realizations, 4 metrics are adopted to quantify the noise characteristics in the reconstructed images. Image roughness and the standard deviation image are measures of the pixelto-pixel variation, while NEMA and ensemble noises quantify the region-to-region variation. In addition to 4 noise metrics, we also evaluate signal to noise performance with accepted signal strength measures (recovery coefficient, SNR for quantitation), and study the relations between different metrics. From the analysis results, a linear correlation is observed between NEMA noise and ensemble noise for all different combinations of reconstruction methods and parameters, suggesting that NEMA style noise is a reasonable surrogate for ensemble noise when multiple realizations of scans are not available in practice. At the same number of iterations, the addition of PSF reduces image roughness for unfiltered images by roughly 35%, while the addition of PSF does not reduce NEMA style or ensemble noise. When noise is measured across realizations, the PSF based method offers slightly improved ( 7%) signal to noise performance across a range of reconstruction parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Q UANTITATION in PET has significant implications in monitoring treatment and progression of disease. Numerous efforts have demonstrated image quality improvements with iterative reconstruction methods [1] , and further improvement can be achieved when the full physics of the imaging process is accurately and precisely modeled. Several works reconstruct directly from the raw coincidence line-ofresponse (LOR) data without any pre-processing [2] , [3] , and are called the LOR-based algorithms. The Poisson statistics Manuscript received November 10, 2009 . This work was supported by a grant from GE Healthcare and NIH grant CA74135.
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of the measurements are preserved in these algorithms, and the full benefit of maximum-likelihood (ML) reconstruction is achieved. One important component of the physics modeling is the detector point spread function (PSF), which could be obtained through analytical derivations [4] , Monte Carlo simulations [1] , [5] or experimental measurements [6] . Modeling of the detector PSF during fully 3D iterative reconstruction has been shown to improve the spatial resolution, and to visually reduce noise in the reconstructed images. However, the noise properties of the PSF based reconstruction algorithms have not been thoroughly evaluated.
In this work, we present a systematic evaluation of noise and signal properties in different combinations of reconstruction methods and parameters for 3D PET image reconstruction. We evaluate two algorithms: OSEM+LOR (OSEM with exact locations of the line of response modeled) and OSEM+LOR+PSF (OSEM+LOR with point spread function modeled), in combination with the effects of 4 postreconstruction filtering parameters and up to 10 iterations. The OSEM+LOR implementation matches the vendor's product reconstruction and data corrections (randoms, scatter, deadtime, efficiency, etc.) methods, providing insight into actual system performance. The evaluation is based on 50 independent realizations of measured phantom data. We adopt 4 metrics to quantify the background noise properties, and 4 metrics to evaluate the signal and noise characteristics in features. We assess the performance of the two reconstruction algorithms, as well as how different reconstruction parameters affect the noise properties. The relations between various metrics are also studied over a range of reconstruction parameters.
II. METHODS

A. Phantom Experiments
We used a modified NEMA NU-2 IQ phantom in the study, which contained 6 hot spheres with inner diameters of 10, 13, 17, 22, 28 and 37 mm. Phantom spheres and background volumes were filled with long half-life 68 Ge solid epoxy, with a fixed target/background ratio of 4:1. The phantom was scanned on a Discovery-STE (DSTE) PET/CT scanner (GE Healthcare) operated in 3D mode. 50 independent acquisitions (each scan for 5 min) of the phantom were obtained, with each data set having roughly 85 million prompts.
B. Image Reconstruction
All 50 scans were reconstructed with OSEM+LOR and OSEM+LOR+PSF algorithms. OSEM+LOR algorithm is derived from the work of Manjeshwar et al. [7] and reconstructs using angular subsets and all oblique planes from the fully 3D data (no axial mashing). For the OSEM+LOR+PSF algorithm, the scanner PSF models the detector blurring as a 2-D system response function, which blurs in radial direction and is variant in radial position. The PSF is obtained through experimental measurement with a non-collimated point source [8] .
Each reconstruction was run to 10 iterations with 28 subsets for each iteration, and the results of each iteration were saved. After the reconstruction step, different post smoothing filters were applied to the reconstructed images. The images either had no post-reconstruction smoothing applied, or were convolved with 4 mm, 7 mm and 10 mm 2D Gaussian filters. To match the vendor's product implementation, the same smoothing in the axial direction was also included for each Gaussian filter by performing a weighted average of adjacent image slices.
Finally, the reconstruction and processing steps produced a series of reconstructed images with different combinations of reconstruction methods and parameters: 2 reconstruction methods × 4 levels of post-reconstruction filters × 10 iterations × 50 realizations, for a total of 4000 image volumes. Different image figures of merit (FOMs) are adopted to evaluate the noise characteristics for the two reconstruction methods and various reconstruction parameters.
C. Noise Properties in Background
With access to multiple acquisitions of the phantom, we use four image FOMs: image roughness, 'NEMA style' noise, ensemble noise, and the standard deviation image, to quantify the background noise characteristics. The relations between these FOMs are also studied.
To calculate the noise metrics, one image slice containing all the 6 hot spheres (shown in Figure 1(a) ) was selected as the target slice for analysis. 2D ROIs over slices suggested in NEMA NU-2 instructions [9] were used in our work. We positioned 12 background 2D ROIs on the target slice, as well as on 4 neighboring slices (slices ± 13 mm and ± 26 mm away), for a total of 60 background ROIs for each ROI size. 6 different ROI sizes were used, and the ROI diameters were equal to the physical inner diameters of the hot spheres. Figure  1(b) shows the 37 mm diameter ROIs overlaid on the target slice. NEMA style noise is a measure for background variability proposed in the NEMA NU-2 instructions [9] . We first calculate the ROI average for each of the 60 ROIs. Then for one realization, the COV of the ROI means across the 60 ROIs is defined as the NEMA noise. As this metric is defined for each realization, we could compute its variation across realizations when multiple realizations are available.
3) Ensemble noise (EN)
Ensemble noise is a measure for noise across independent realizations, and it is inversely proportional of detection task performance. For each ROI size, it is defined as the COV of ROI means across the 50 realizations, and we further average this value over ROIs to generate the final ensemble noise measure. This metric can only be computed when multiple realizations are available. 
4) Standard deviation image
For each pixel in the target slice, we calculate the sample standard deviation across different realizations, and generate the standard deviation image. The standard deviation image is defined for each pixel of the slice (not restricted to background pixels), and it offers an effective way to compare noise standard deviation (or variance) in different reconstruction methods and parameters.
Among the four metrics defined above, ensemble noise and the standard deviation image are based on reconstruction results from different realizations, and are often considered to be closely related to the "true" noise which most accurately represents the uncertainties in the images. However, as multiple realizations of acquisitions are usually not available in many cases, metrics defined on a single realization, like image roughness and NEMA style noise, are more often used to quantify the noise characteristics. While these two metrics have been used extensively in the literature to assess the performance of different reconstruction algorithms or different imaging system configurations, their relation has not been properly studied, and in particular, how these metrics relate to the ensemble noise is not clear. Therefore, we also analyze the relations between different metrics.
The possible dimensions of variations for the metrics include: 2 reconstruction methods × 4 levels of postreconstruction filters × 6 ROIs sizes × 10 iterations × 50 realizations. 
D. Signal and Noise Properties in Features
We evaluated several signal strength metrics to assess signal versus noise performance with different reconstruction methods and parameters. The following metrics are used in the analysis of signal and noise properties in hot spheres.
1) Contrast recovery coefficient of mean value (CRCmean) For one realization, CRCmean is defined as the average activity of each hot sphere divided by the true activity. 2) Contrast recovery coefficient of maximum value (CRCmax) CRCmax is defined for each realization as the maximum value of each hot sphere divided by the true activity.
3) Ensemble noise in hot spheres (EN HS )
Ensemble noise is calculated for each hot sphere in the same way as in background noise analysis.
4) Signal to noise ratio for quantitation (SNRquant)
SNRquant, a measure of ROI accuracy and precision, has been proposed as a practical metric for representing quantitation performance [10] . It is defined for each hot sphere k as
where f 0 is the true activity in hot spheres, m r,k is the ROI average for each hot sphere k and realization r, and R is the number of realizations. reconstruction methods. Specifically, PSF-based reconstruction results appear to be less noisy and to have a noise texture with larger correlations. We also observe variations of noise characteristics over different post filters and iterations. Objective evaluation of these noise properties is presented in the following. Figure 4 presents the results for the first 3 background noise metrics which are defined in Section II-C, namely image roughness, NEMA style noise, and ensemble noise. Each row of the figure corresponds to one noise metric. Since image roughness and NEMA style noise are defined on one realization, the mean of the metrics over 50 realizations is plotted in Figure 4 (top and middle rows), with the error bars denoting standard deviation across realizations. Each of the 6 plots in Figure 4 includes variations of 2 reconstruction algorithms (represented by black and red curves) and 4 post filtering options (represented by different line styles).
III. RESULTS
A. Background Analysis Results
From Figure 4 , it is observed that all the three background noise metrics decrease with post filters applied, and increase with iteration number. Image roughness has a small increase for larger ROIs, while NEMA and ensemble noises go down quickly with increasing ROI size. Comparing the two reconstruction methods, the incorporation of PSF, with other parameters fixed, reduces image roughness by ∼ 35% for the unfiltered data. With increasing post filtering, this noise reduction between the two methods gets smaller. The addition of the PSF offers no significant improvement in NEMA or ensemble noise at a fixed iteration.
All the three noise metrics are defined as coefficient of variation, and their relations are studied by plotting one metric against another. In Figure 5 , image roughness (IR) and NEMA style noise (NN) are plotted against ensemble noise (EN). The top row of Figure 5 plots the average image roughness over realizations versus the ensemble noise. It shows that while the mean of image roughness (over 50 realizations) increases monotonically with ensemble noise, there is not a linear relationship between the two metrics. The bottom row is related to the NEMA style noise. From these plots, a linear correlation is observed for the mean of NEMA noise (across 50 realizations) and the ensemble noise. This linear relation follows a line near the identity line, and has similar trend for different reconstruction methods, post filters, and ROI sizes. The error bars in the plots denote standard deviation across realizations, showing that NEMA style noise from one realization (represented by a line within the error bars) would also linearly correlate with the ensemble noise.
Results of the standard deviation image are presented in Figure 6 . Comparing the plots on top and bottom rows (corresponding to OSEM+LOR and OSEM+LOR+PSF), we observe reduced sample standard deviation for PSF based reconstruction. As discussed earlier, each pixel in the standard deviation image is an estimate of the ensemble noise standard deviation, so reduced values in these images indicate that PSF based reconstructions have less noise. This noise reduction is observed in both the background and hot spheres, and the reduction gets smaller with increasing post filtering. Figure 7 presents the results for contrast recovery coefficients. We plot CRCmean and CRCmax against the ensemble noise, so that we can compare the metrics for different reconstruction methods at a matched background noise level. For CRCmean, the PSF algorithm offers slightly improved (∼ 7%) signal to noise performance over OSEM+LOR, and this benefit is present for all post filtering parameters and ROI sizes. A similar improvement is also observed for CRCmax. At the same contrast recovery, we observe reduced ensemble noise with PSF modeling included.
B. Feature Analysis Results
Ensemble noise in hot spheres is shown in Figure 8 , and the patterns are similar to what we observe for background ensemble noise in Figure 4 . The noise goes up with iteration, and decreases with post filtering and ROI size. Including PSF in the reconstruction does not reduce ensemble noise at a fixed iteration.
Results for SNR measure are presented in Figure 9 . SNRquant increases with hot sphere size, indicating better quantitation and detection performance for larger objects. SNRquant goes down with increasing post smoothing applied, and the amount of decrease is similar for each incremental increase in post filtering. As for the effects of PSF modeling, the addition of PSF increases SNRquant by 20% for unfiltered data, and this improvement exists for all post filtering and ROI sizes.
IV. DISCUSSION
Four different metrics have been used to quantify the noise properties in background. Among the metrics, image roughness and the standard deviation image are based on sample standard deviation of pixel values, so they are measures of pixel-to-pixel variation. Image roughness quantifies the variation from spatially correlated samples, while standard deviation image measures the variation across independent realizations.
The other two noise metrics, NEMA style noise and ensemble noise, are based on the sample standard deviation of the ROI mean values, and thus are measures of region-toregion variation. NEMA style noise quantifies the variation in the spatial domain, while ensemble noise captures the variation over different realizations. In Figure 5 (bottom row), we observe a linear correlation between NEMA and ensemble noise, and NEMA noise appears to be slightly larger than ensemble noise. Due to approximations in scatter correction and attenuation correction, the reconstructed image is not uniform in background. We observed from the mean image of 50 realizations that background activity is slightly lower in the center of the phantom, and such nonuniformity is similar for each realization. So spatial variation (measured by NEMA noise) is larger than ensemble variation (measured by ensemble noise). Despite this difference between NEMA and ensemble noise, the linear correlation of the two metrics exists for different combinations of reconstruction methods and parameters ( Figure 5 ). Due to the lack of multiple realizations of acquisitions, noise metrics defined on a single realization of data (e.g. NEMA style noise) are often used to assess performance of algorithms or system designs. The linear correlation between NEMA and ensemble noise indicates that NEMA style noise is a reasonable surrogate for ensemble noise for the purpose of performance assessment when multiple realizations of data are not available.
Analysis in hot spheres shows improved contrast to noise performance with PSF modeling. Across a range of matched noise levels, OSEM+LOR+PSF offers roughly 7-12% improvement over OSEM+LOR in terms of contrast recovery coefficients (shown in Figure 7 ), demonstrating the advantage of adopting more accurate system models in reconstruction. This improvement in signal recovery, combined with the reduction in noise strength, leads to improved SNR measure (shown in Figure 9 ).
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a systematic evaluation of noise and signal properties in different combinations of reconstruction methods and parameters for 3D PET image reconstruction. Our study is based on 50 sets of 3D PET data acquired on a clinical system. The data were reconstructed with two fully 3D reconstruction algorithms, OSEM+LOR and OSEM+LOR+PSF, in combination with 4 post filtering options and 1-10 iterations, yielding 4000 image volumes for our analysis. With access to multiple realizations of data, we use 4 metrics to quantify the background noise properties, and 4 metrics to evaluate the signal and noise characteristics in features. Among the four noise metrics, image roughness and standard deviations image are measures of the pixel-to-pixel variation, while NEMA and ensemble noises quantify the region-to-region variation. At the same number of iterations, the incorporation of PSF has demonstrated noise reduction effects on image roughness and the standard deviation image, but it offers no improvement for NEMA or ensemble noise. PSF based reconstructions have also shown improved signal to noise performance in terms of contrast recovery and SNR measures. We also study the relations of various noise metrics, and a linear correlation is observed between NEMA and ensemble noise for all combinations of reconstruction methods and parameters. This correlation indicates that NEMA style noise is a reasonable surrogate for ensemble noise when multiple realizations of data are not available.
